CLASSICS

Giorgos Anagnostu, Professor  anagnostou.1@osu.edu
Gregory Jusdanis, Professor  jusdanis.1@osu.edu

COMPARATIVE STUDIES

Yana Hashamova (Slavic & East European Languages & Cultures)
Jane Hathaway (History)
Morgan Liu (Near Eastern Languages & Cultures)

FILM STUDIES

Yana Hashamova (Slavic & East European Languages & Cultures)

GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

David Miller, Associate Professor  miller.3@osu.edu

HISTORY

Nicholas Breyfogle, Associate Professor  breyfogle.1@osu.edu
Timothy E. Gregory, Professor  gregory.4@osu.edu
Jane Hathaway, Professor  hathaway.24@osu.edu
David Hoffmann, Professor  hoffmann.218@osu.edu
Scott Levi, Associate Professor  levi.18@osu.edu
Jennifer Siegel, Professor  siegel.83@osu.edu

LAW

John B. Quigley, Jr., Professor  quigley.2@osu.edu

LIBRARY

Predrag Matejic, Associate Professor  matejic.1@osu.edu
LINGUISTICS
Brian Joseph, Professor  joseph.1@osu.edu

NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES & CULTURES
Morgan Liu, Associate Professor  liu.737@osu.edu

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Richard Herrmann, Professor  hermann.1@osu.edu
John Mueller, Professor  mueller.135@osu.edu

JOHN GLENN SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Trevor Brown, Professor  brown.2296@osu.edu

SLAVIC & EAST EUROPEAN LANGUAGES & CULTURES
Angela Brintlinger, Professor  brintinger.3@osu.edu
Alexander Burry, Associate Professor  burry.7@osu.edu
Yana Hashamova, Professor  hashamova.1@osu.edu
Brian Joseph, Professor (Linguistics)  joseph.1@osu.edu
Jennifer Suchland, Associate Professor  suchland.15@osu.edu

SOCIAL WORK
Denise Bronson, Associate Professor  bronson.6@osu.edu

SOCIOLOGY
Marianna Klochko, Associate Professor  klochko.1@osu.edu

WOMEN'S GENDER & SEXUALITY STUDIES
Jill Bystydzienski, Professor  bystydzienski.1@osu.edu
Jennifer Suchland (Slavic & East European Languages & Cultures)